**CITY OF MONTEREY – BANNER SPECIFICATIONS**

**Snaps & Rings**

**36” max**

**← 5’ →**

**← 5’ →**

**← Wind Egress Slashes →**

**← 30’ to 40’ →**

60’ Total Length

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

*Banner to be 30 – 40 feet long*, with rope end extensions not to exceed 60’ total. Banner to be a maximum width of 36”, 13 ounce material or heavier.

Nylon Webbing sewn around entire banner, with D-rings at each corner for rope extensions. (see illustration)

1 grommet and snap hook each 5 feet, top and bottom.

½ inch grommets at each corner.

Wind egress slashes approximately every 5 feet.

At drop off, all banners must have carabiner style clips for all grommet holes in banner. Also, all banners must have a 5-ft. section of 3/8-in. nylon rope at each corner of the banner.